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a b s t r a c t

In the current study, near net-shaped selective laser melting (SLM) technology was

employed to build nickel-based superalloy Inconel 625 (IN625) parts with good quality.

Taguchi method was employed to formulate a systematical study, analyze, and optimize

the influencing factors, i.e., laser power (LP), scan speed (SS) and hatch distance (HD) on the

resulting micro-hardness (MH) and surface roughness (SR) of the build samples. Scanning

electron microscope (SEM) and X-ray diffraction analysis were carried out to characterize

the powder morphology (spherical shaped particle possessing the size of 35 ± 6 mm) and the

surface of the build samples. Laser power was the most contributing factor on the analyzed

parameters (MH and SR), followed by the scanning speed and hatch distance. Taguchi

determined optimal condition (MH: LP ¼ 270 W, SS ¼ 800 mm/s, HD ¼ 0.08 mm; SR:

LP ¼ 270 W, SS ¼ 800 mm/s, HD ¼ 0.08 mm) which resulted in higher microhardness of 416

HV and lower surface roughness of 2.82 mm. Higher MH was attributed to the minimal

porosity, while the uniform smooth surface of the build samples resulted in low SR as

evident from the SEM images and surface texture analysis. Super ranking concept (SRC)
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was used to optimize the MH and SR simultaneously, by determining a single optimal

condition (LP ¼ 300 W, SS ¼ 600 mm/s, HD ¼ 0.10 mm). The obtained optimal condition

resulted in a MH of 382 HV, and a SR of 3.92 mm. The results of optimal conditions are

validated subjected to SEM morphologies.

© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
build parts. Systematic methodology represented by Design of

1. Introduction

In the 1980s, Carl Deckard and Joe Beaman were credited for

the selective laser sintering (SLS) process development to

manufacturing plastic prototypes [1]. Rough grainy, porous

surface finish and higher shrink rates tend to alter prototypes

(i.e., warp, bow, or curl) which affect the geometry of SLS parts

[2]. In 1995, Fraunhofer Institute for Laser Technology, Ger-

many, made continuous research efforts to limit the partial

melting capability of SLS by introducing high power quality

lasers in selective laser melting (SLM) to achieve complete

melting of metal powders [2e4]. SLM process melts metal

powders and deposit layer-by-layer technique to build parts

with higher density which can sometime require post-

processing treatment [5]. Compared to traditional

manufacturing techniques (molding and tooling), SLM process

possesses a wide range of technical benefits especially for

manufacturing complex-shaped geometry parts such as

versatility, low cost, high production rate and accuracy [6e8].

Continued research efforts proved that SLM technologies are

suitable for manufacturing dental devices [9], turbo-engine

[10], biomedical parts [11], bone-implants [12], hard tool

steels [13] and so on.

In recent years, several investigations studied the me-

chanical and microstructural characterization of nickel and

titanium alloy parts fabricated using SLM processes [14e16].

Parts fabricated using SLM processes offered better strength

with refined grains and a more uniform distribution than

those obtained from the casted or forged materials [15,16].

SLMprocess parameters such as scan strategy, build rate, scan

speed and laser power are usually varied over a certain range

to determine the optimal values which would produce the

best quality parts [15,16]. SLM parameters such as laser power,

energy density and scanning speed which can influence the

density of the build parts, strength, microstructure, and sur-

face roughness of maraging steel were investigated [5]. SLM

factors (laser power, orientation, layer thickness and defocus

distance) were investigated to study their impact on the

porosity level in 17-4 PH stainless steel parts [17]. Scanning

speed and hatch spacing were previously reported to be two

factors that significantly influence the porosity of nickel-

based superalloy fabricated using SLM [18]. The SLM vari-

ables (such as type of powder used, part geometry, machine

specifications, and laser-related parameters) that influence

the quality of the build parts were previously summarized in

literature [19,20]. Studying, analyzing, and optimizing all fac-

tors by conducting conventional experiments can be

exhaustive and impractical in industry practice due to the

large number of experiments required to cover all the input

parameters which might influence the final quality of the
experiments (DOE) is a powerful tool to determine the rela-

tionship between the input factors affecting a process and the

analyzed outputs of that process.

Taguchi method (TM) offers reduced experimental trials

with a simultaneous study of many variables to analyze and

optimize the factors responsible for quality outputs. Table 1

displays the Taguchi method applied to analyze parameters

(density, hardness, strength, porosity, surface roughness,

shrinkage ratio and so on) by studying the influencing vari-

ables of the SLM process. Note that laser power and scan

speed are the most significant parameters influenced by

different outputs as reported earlier. Smaller-sized powder

particles tend to result in better properties in build parts.

Taguchi method is applied to optimize individual output at

once, and therefore separate optimal processing conditions

were found in many research investigations [5,21e23].

Therefore, the Taguchi method requires hybridization with

other methods to obtain robust design of experiments,

simultaneously for multiple outputs. It was also confirmed

that there is still a need for research to study the effect of SLM

parameters on the mechanical and surface characteristics of

nickel-based superalloys. Nickel-based superalloy finds major

applications in industrial gas turbines, petrochemical re-

actors, structural and power generator applications [24e27].

Therefore, extensive studies are required to apply multiple

objective optimizationmethods to build partswith the desired

overall quality in terms of strength, surface integrity and

density.

Multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) methods were

previously applied to select the suitable additive

manufacturing process (SLS, material extrusion, SLM, mate-

rial jetting, powder bed fusion, fused deposition modelling

(FDM), direct metal deposition (DPD), 3D printing, etc.) [37,38].

MCDM methods such as analytical hierarchy process (AHP), a

technique for order performance by similarity to ideal solu-

tion (TOPSIS), fuzzy AHP-TOPSIS, PROMETHEE were applied to

select the best additive manufacturing process [39,40]. MCDM

methods (multi-objective optimization based on ratio analysis

(MOORA), grey relational analysis (GRA), TOPSIS, utility

approach, desirability function approach (DFA)) proved their

potential in offering better results by determining optimized

machining parameters [41,42] and sand moulding processes

[43,44]. Most MCDM methods require assigning weight frac-

tions to solve conflicting criteria involved inmultiple objective

functions [41,45]. To determine appropriate weights for mul-

tiple objective functions, weight determination methods such

as principal component analysis (PCA), criteria importance

through intercriteria correlation (CRITIC), AHP, simple addi-

tive weighting (SAW) are applied [42e45]. The solutions vary

with different weights assigned for the responses [42e44]. The
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Table 1 e Summary of SLM variables, size and type of powders and analyzed parameters with major research findings.

Investigated parameters Material and powder particle
average size (mm)

Analyzed
parameters

Main findings Reference

LT: 20e100 mm Titanium alloy(Ti6Al4V) r PD and HD contributions are more

on density

[28]

LP: 90e200 W

PD: 35e100 mm 10e90 mm Small particle size results in [ r

ET: 50e200 ms

HD: 50e100 mm

LP: 10e20 W AISI 316L steel SR [ LP and PF, Y SS caused Y SR [29]

SS: 200e700 mm/s

PF: 10e30 kHz

LP: 206e298 W 316 L stainless steel SR, r, H LP is significant for all SR, r, H [21]

SS: 900e1300 mm/s

HD: 75e105 mm 10e90 mm SS and HD are significant for r, H

S: 0.035e0.055 mm Titanium (T40) Р S is not significant [8]

HD: 0.02e0.1 mm

PD: 0.005e0.065 mm 36e104 mm

ET: 0.00002e0.0003 s

S: 0.035e0.055 mm Chromium alloy (CoCrMo) Р HD and ET are significant [8]

HD: 0.02e0.1 mm

PD: 0.005e0.065 mm 6e41 mm

ET: 0.00002e0.0003 s

PT: 0.02e0.35 mm Titanium (Ti6Al4V) r PT is significant [30]

LED: 0.2e0.5 J/mm

HD: 0.04e0.07 mm

SeS: X, Y, CO, XeY 20e80 mm XeY is the best for SeS

LT: 20e50 mm 17-4 PH steel Р, SR Small size powders cause higher r [22]

LP: 35e50 W

SS: 50e150 mm/s 15e50 mm LT is the most significant factor for

r and SRHD: 100e160 mm

LP: 200e350 W 90 We7Nie3Fe VED [ VED causes [ density [31]

SS: 150e300 mm/s 4.425e24.961 mm

HD: 0.075e0.12 mm [ LP is desired for [ r

LP: 240e400 W Nickel superalloy TS YLP, [ SS and middle HD causes [

TS

[7]

SS: 600e1000 mm/s

HD: 0.09e0.15 mm 50.3 mm

LP: 120e160 W AlSi10Mg alloy r YSS, [ LP, middle values of PFR and

SGF caused [ r

[32]

SS: 400e600 mm/min

PFR: 0.66e0.9 g/min 54e158 mm

SGF: 6e8 L/min

LP: 57e100 W Maraging steel UTS, SR, r LP contributes more on UTS, SR, r [5]

40 mmSS: 180e220 mm/min

LP: 57e100 W 316 L stainless steel MPW, ED [ ED causes better surface integrity [33]

SS: 180e220 mm/min [ LP, YSS caused [ ED and surface

structure

LP: 90e150 W 316 L stainless steel r, S-R LP and SS influence more on r and

S-R

[23]

SS: 400e800 mm/s

LT: 0.002e0.04 mm 15e30 mm

LR: 0e90� AleSie10Mg r, GS, MH, RS, SR YGS, SR, RS, and [ MH, with higher

LR

[34]

30e35 mm

LP: 75e200 W NieTi alloy ED YHD and SS, mid-values of LP and

LT causes [ ED

[35]

SS: 400e1200 mm/s 15e53 mm

HD: 80e120 mm

LT: 20e40 mm

LP: 630 W Inconel 718 CS and mechanical

properties

Mechanical properties of parts are

found to vary between casting and

forging processes

[36]

SS: 345 mm/min 30e65 mm

PFR: 5.2 g/min

OLR: 30%

r: density; CS: crystal size; ET: Exposure time; GS: grain size; H: Hardness; HD: Hatch distance; LED: Linear energy density; LP: Laser power; LR:

Layer rotation; LT: Layer thickness; MH: microhardness; OLR: overlap rate; P: Porosity; PD: Point distance; PF: Pulse frequency; PFR: Powder feed

rate; PT: Powder thickness; RS: residual stress; S: Spot size; S-R: Shrinkage ratio; SeS: Scan strategy; SFR: Shielding flow rate; SR: Surface

roughness; SS: Scan speed; VED: Volumetric energy density.
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MCDM methods and weight methods require complex math-

ematical computation and are considered a tedious task for

process or manufacturing engineers to determine an optimal

parameter for better quality in SLM parts. Super ranking is

considered a simple and quick predictive tool for practicing

engineers to predict optimal parameters for multiple outputs

without the requirements of applying weight methods [46].

In the present work, Inconel 625 nickel-based alloy was

used to fabricate the SLM parts. Different analysis techniques

such as (SEM, XRD and EDAX) were used to visualise the

Inconel 625 alloy powders and surface integrity of the build

parts. Taguchi method was applied to statistically study and

analyse the investigated SLM parameters: laser power, hatch

distance and scanning speed on the analysedmetrics (MH and

SR) of the SLM parts. Pareto analysis of variance analysis was

used to determine the level of contribution for each of the

studies SLM parameters and their optimal levels, separately

for MH and SR. The SRC is applied to conduct simultaneous

optimization that determines a single optimal condition for

both the outputs. SEM and surface texture analysis of SLM

parts corresponding to different selective laser melting con-

ditions were examined.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Fabrication of test samples

The commercially available nickel alloy IN625 metal powder

was used to manufacture the SLM parts. The average size of

the metal powders procured was found to be around

35 ± 6 mm. Fig. 1 (a) and (b) depict some of the SLM-built

samples having dimensions 10 mm � 10 mm x 10 mm,

fabricated with an EOSINT 280 SLM machine. In recent years,

experiments are planned based on a chemometric approach

(i.e., multi-variate design of experiments) to analyze and

optimize the variables of different processes [47e51].

Fig. 2 depicts a schematic view of the SLM system. The

building platform had dimensions of 250 mm � 250 mm x

300 mm equipped with a 400 W Laser. The build canister was

filled with inert gas to avoid oxidation, and the oxygen con-

tent in the canister is kept low (<0.1%). A Nd:YAG fiber laser

melted the Inconel powder on the powder bed. Throughout

SLM, the process surrounding was an inert argon
Fig. 1 e (a) SLM build samples, (b)
atmosphere. The specimens are prepared with different

combinations of laser power, scan speed and hatch distance

varied with the ranges of 240e300 W, 600e1000 mm/s and

0.08e0.12 mm, respectively. Taguchi experimental plan (i.e.,

L9 orthogonal array) was used to fabricate the SLM parts. For

each parametric condition, the experiments are repeated

thrice to reduce errors and increase the precision in analysis

and optimization.

Fig. 3 explains the steps adopted tomodel and optimize the

process viz. Taguchi and SRC techniques. SLM processes

manufacture parts to the desired quality provided the influ-

encing parameters are controlled appropriately. Fatigue

properties are influenced by the surface roughness of the

fabricated samples [52]. The porosity and formation of nickel-

layered surfaces are of paramount importance, as they appear

largely on the outer surface than the inner layers of the ma-

terial. The uneven surface layers initiate cracks, promote

stress concentration and decrease available load area that

could result in reducedmechanical properties andmore likely

the component fails catastrophically during their service

life [53].

The study evaluates the effect of several SLM parameters

on the microhardness and surface roughness. The input pa-

rameters and their levels are set after conducting trial ex-

periments, expert's opinions, and past studies in the open

literature [7,21,28,31]. Taguchi L9 experimental matrix is

suitable for three control variables operating at respective

three levels. Each combination of build parameters used to

fabricate were repeated two additional times to ensure that

collected data are accurate and repeatable for further analysis

and optimization. Before analysis, all the experimental output

data are transformed to signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio data with

higher the better for MH and lower-the-better for SR. The

input variable contributions and optimal levels are estimated

for each output (based on S/N ratio data) separately viz. Pareto

analysis of variance. The determined optimal levels are vali-

dated by conducting confirmation experiments.

SLM parts are affected by multiple outputs, wherein

Taguchi method limits to determine single parametric levels

for multiple outputs. Taguchi method integrates the super

ranking concept (SRC) with simple mathematical steps to

simultaneously optimize the multiple outputs [54,55]. SRC

starts with converting experimental microhardness and sur-

face roughness data to corresponding S/N ratio data. The S/N
SLM samples build direction.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2021.07.144
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Fig. 2 e Schematic view of the SLM process.
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ratio values of all nine experimental trials are ranked as per

descending order. The value of the highest S/N ratio is

assigned with the highest rank (i.e., rank 1) and accordingly

for the rest of the experimental trials. Later, square the

allotted ranks correspond to all outputs of each experimental

trial and are further added to get the composite value to refer

to the sum of squared rank (SSR). Factor analysis and optimal

parameter levels are determined for the SSR values by con-

ducting Pareto ANOVA. Experiments were conducted for the
Fig. 3 e Flowchart illustrating the Taguchi a
optimal levels and validate the model (SRC) applied for

multiple-objective optimization. The framework of the pro-

posed research work, illustrating the experimental plan and

overall characterization, is presented in Fig. 4.

2.2. Microhardness measurement

Microhardness measurements on the SLM parts were carried

out using a Vickers indenter on a microhardness machine
nd SRC employed for the SLS process.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2021.07.144
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Fig. 4 e Flowchart of overall characterization used in the present work.
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(Shimadzu HMV-G). The hardness values are recorded at five

distinct locations on a cube (10 � 10 � 10 mm) subjected to a

load of 500 g and 15 s of dwell time. For each experimental

trial, an average of 15 microhardness measurements (3 repli-

cates x 5 measurements) were used for analysis and

optimization.

2.3. Surface roughness measurement

3D laser confocal microscope (Olympus LEXT 4000, Japan)

was used to examine the surface topography of SLM parts.

The use of reflected light and vertical scanning approach

enables to capture of the high-resolution surface topography

images in 3-dimension corresponding to SLM parts. The

surface roughness measurements were carried out on each

cubic face and the average of 12 roughness measurements (3

replicates x 4 measurements) were recorded for each

experimental condition. The average values are used for

performing the analysis and optimization of surface

roughness.

2.4. Microstructure characterisation

The surface of the build samples was prepared as per the

standard metallurgical procedures and examined under an

optical (Olympus BX53M) and scanning electron microscope

(Tescan Vega 3). Phase analysis characterization was carried

out by applying XRD (PANanalytical X'Pert3). Fig. 4 illustrates

the flowchart of the experimental plan and characterization

used in the present work.
3. Results and discussion

This section discusses the results of powder characterization,

microstructure, statistical analysis, and optimal levels of

factors corresponding to highest microhardness and lowest

surface roughness. Finally, the super ranking concept was

applied to determine the single optimal set of factors and

levels for multiple outputs.
3.1. Powder characterization of Inconel 625 alloy

EOS GmbH gas atomized Inconel 625 powder was used in the

current study to print the samples viz. SLM. SEM examines

the morphology of powder particles. ISO 13320 was used to

analyze the distribution of powder particle size. The particles

are seen to have spherical shape with an identical size dis-

tribution between 35 ± 6 mm. Fig. 5(a) presents the micro-

graph of gas atomized particles. A micro-dendritic structure

can easily be visible under higher magnified images pre-

sented in Fig. 5(b). Fig. 5(c) shows the EDAX analysis of

Inconel 625 alloy having a particle size ranging between

35 ± 6 mm. EDAX analysis confirmed the presence of nickel

(57.64%) as the major element in the IN-625 powder, followed

by chromium (22.06%), molybdenum (9.01%), Iron (4.02%) and

traces of other elements such as C, Al, Si, Ti, V, Co, Ta and

Cu. Fig. 5(d) shows the XRD analysis, which confirms the

elemental composition of Ni, Cr, Mo and Fe present in IN625.

Fig. 5 depicts the X-ray diffractogram of IN625, wherein the

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2021.07.144
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Fig. 5 e (a) and (b) Scanning electron micrographs of Inconel 625 powders at lower and higher magnification; (c) EDAX

analysis of Inconel 625 powders using SEM and (d) XRD analysis of Inconel 625 alloy.
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presence of ɣ(NieCr) FCC matrix phase is shown in the IN-

625 alloy.

3.2. Experimental analysis and optimization for
microhardness (MH, 0.5 HV)

Taguchi L9 experimental method was performed and the

recorded data is given in Table 2. The output data were further

analyzed for parametric analysis based on signal to noise S/N

ratio and locating the optimal levels using Pareto ANOVA.

Later, the optimal levels of the SLM parameters thatmaximize

the microhardness were determined.

A higher microhardness value is always desired to obtain

the best quality in SLM parts. Therefore, experimental

microhardness values are transformed to S/N ratio data with

higher-the-better quality characteristics. The results of the

Pareto analysis of variance computed based on S/N ratio

values are presented in Table 3.

The factor influence is quantified by computing the per-

centage contribution (refer to Table 3). Laser power resulted in

the highest contribution (i.e., 68.95%), followed by scanning

speed (29.03) and hatch distance (2.02%). It is important to

note that the hatch distance was found to be insignificant

(negligible influence) as their corresponding percent contri-

bution was found to be lower than 5%. At low values of laser

power (i.e., 240 W), there exists a comparatively lower energy

density, which may not be sufficient to melt all the metal

powders that resulted in irregular or discontinuous bonding,

leading to lower hardness values. Contrary, higher laser
Table 2 e Experimental inputeoutput of SLM process for
microhardness (MH, 0.5 HV).

Exp.
No.

Input variables Measured output:
MH (HV)

S/N ratio of
MH (dB)LP,

W
SS,

mm/s
HD,
mm

1 240 600 0.08 356.4 ± 3.2 51.04

2 240 800 0.10 402.1 ± 2.5 52.09

3 240 1000 0.12 313.1 ± 1.4 49.91

4 270 600 0.10 319.2 ± 2.7 50.08

5 270 800 0.12 393.5 ± 1.4 51.90

6 270 1000 0.08 398.8 ± 1.1 52.02

7 300 600 0.12 337.7 ± 0.8 50.57

8 300 800 0.08 310.5 ± 2.5 49.84

9 300 1000 0.10 324.2 ± 1.6 50.22

Table 3 e Results of Pareto ANOVA for microhardness
(MH, 0.5 HV).

Output Input variables Total

Factors LP, W SS, mm/s HD, mm

Sum at Factor Levels 1 153.04 151.69 152.90 457.67

2 154.00 153.83 152.39

3 150.63 152.15 152.38

Sum of squares of

differences

18.09 7.61 0.53 26.23

Percentage contribution 68.95 29.03 2.02 100

Optimal factor levels LP2 SS2 HD1
power causes excess energy density, which often burns the

material, resulting in low hardness values. Similar observa-

tions are reported in the literature [56]. Scanning speed at low

and high values resulted in instability in the melt pool that

reduces the microhardness of the SLM parts. Low scanning

speed requires high temperature for melting all metal pow-

ders, and beyond the critical scanning speed results in low

temperature, which may not melt all powder particles. A

similar effect of the scanning speed was observed in the

published literature [57]. Low values of hatch spacing resulted

in an increased overlapping area of adjacent scanning lines,

which in turn caused an overlying of laser beam energy. The

generated uniform energy distribution between the scan lines

tends to melt all powders completely and flow on already

solidified scanning lines ensures strong hard-surface layers. A

similar effect of negligible influence with hatch spacing was

observed in recent literature [22,31]. The optimal setting of

SLM parameters that maximize the microhardness of SLM

parts is found equal to LP2SS2HD1 (LP: 270 W; SS: 800 mm/s;

HD: 0.08mm). Pareto ANOVA determined the optimal levels of

SLM parameters, which are found to be different from those of

L9 experiments. This occurs due to the multi-factor nature of

nine experiments performed from the total of (levels
factors ¼ 33) 27 experiments.

Fig. 6 show the samples of microhardness indentation

(optimal and worst or normal hardness values) of IN625 pro-

duced by SLM at different process optimized parameters with

different combinations of laser power (240W and 300W), scan

speed (600 mm/s) and hatch distance (0.08 and 0.10 mm),

respectively.

3.3. Experimental analysis and optimization for surface
roughness (SR, mm)

Taguchi L9 experiments were also performed and recorded for

the surface roughness output data as shown in Table 4. In-

dustry personnel are interested in low values of surface

roughness in SLM parts. This is because, higher surface

roughness of SLM parts require post-processing treatment

(such as polishing, machining), which increases the

manufacturing cost. Thereby, S/N ratio computation on

experimental surface roughness data was carried out using

“the lower-the-better” S/N ratio. The output data were further

analyzed for parametric analysis and locate the optimal factor

levels viz. Pareto ANOVA.

Pareto ANOVA which estimates the percentage contribu-

tion corresponding to each of the SLM parameters on the

surface roughness are given in Table 5. From the analysis, the

percentage highest contribution corresponds to laser power,

followed by hatching distance and scanning speed with

60.61%, 33.41% and 5.98%, respectively. Low scanning speed

coupled with higher laser power tends to improve the energy

density, which is often sufficient to melt all powder particles

that could result in lower surface roughness on SLMparts. The

surface tension and viscosity correspond to melt pool

decrease with lower laser power (i.e., due to insufficient en-

ergy) results in the formation of porosity in metal powders,

thus causing higher SR. It was observed that lower values of

hatch spacing resulted in little thermal influence corre-

sponding to adjacent tracks which lead to lower SR. The
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Fig. 6 e Microhardness indentation of IN625 produced by SLM at process parameter. (a): P ¼ 240 W, SS ¼ 800 mm/s,

HD ¼ 0.10 mm; (b): P ¼ 300 W, SS ¼ 800 mm/s, HD ¼ 0.08 mm.
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optimal levels (LP3SS1HD1) corresponding to lower surface

roughness may not be the exact levels of parameters used in

the L9 experiments. Similar optimal conditions with a com-

bination of higher LP and lower scan speed were reported in

the published literature [5,29].

3.4. Multiple objective optimization: super ranking
concept

It is well-known that the multiple objective functions have

many optimal solutions. These solutions are dependent based
Table 4 e Experimental inputeoutput of SLM process for
surface roughness (SR, mm).

Exp.
No.

Input variables Measured output:
SR (mm)

S/N ratio of
SR (dB)LP,

W
SS,

mm/s
HD,
mm

1 240 600 0.08 7.88 ± 0.5 �17.93

2 240 800 0.10 9.69 ± 0.2 �19.73

3 240 1000 0.12 9.12 ± 0.4 �19.20

4 270 600 0.10 5.73 ± 0.3 �15.16

5 270 800 0.12 8.48 ± 0.1 �18.57

6 270 1000 0.08 10.91 ± 0.5 �20.76

7 300 600 0.12 6.55 ± 0.2 �16.32

8 300 800 0.08 3.80 ± 0.3 �11.60

9 300 1000 0.10 7.47 ± 0.3 �17.47

Table 5 e Results of Pareto ANOVA for surface roughness
(SR, mm).

Output Input variables Total

Factors LP, W SS, mm/s HD, mm

Sum at Factor Levels 1 �56.86 �49.41 �50.29 �156.74

2 �54.49 �49.9 �52.36

3 �45.39 �57.43 54.09

Sum of squares of

differences

219.99 121.26 21.72 362.97

Percentage contribution 60.61 33.41 5.98 100.00

Optimal factor levels LP3 SS1 HD1
on the weights assigned to each response or output function.

The super ranking concept was used to determine the single

optimal set of factors and levels formultiple outputs. SRC uses

simple and minimum mathematical steps that do not require

assigning weight fractions for determining the optimal solu-

tions. In SRC, the ranking of each output is done based on the

S/N ratio values. A higher S/N ratio value is assignedwith rank

1 and continued ranking based on descending ordered values

of the S/N ratio (refer to Table 6). The sum of squared ranking

(SSR) values is obtained by adding the squared ranking of MH

and SR as shown in Table 6.

Pareto ANOVA was constructed based on the SSR values

that could help to determine the percent contributions of

factors and optimal levels. Interesting to note that the effect of

the scanning speed is greater than that of the laser power

(while optimizing MH and SR separately laser power showed

maximum contribution, as seen in Table 5), while optimizing

both outputs simultaneously. Furthermore, the hatching dis-

tance showed a significant impact with a percentage contri-

bution of 7.62% (greater than 5%). Note that the sum of all the

SSR values corresponding to each level of a factor was deter-

mined and the minimum value corresponds to the estimated

three levels for a factor to determine the optimal parameter

setting for the SLM process. The optimal parameter setting

that simultaneously optimizes both MH and SR of the SLM

process was found to be LP3SS1HD2 as shown in Table 7. The

optimal condition was also not from the L9 experiments.

3.5. Confirmation experiments

Taguchi method determined optimal levels separately for

both MH and SR, and are not the set of L9 experiments.

Furthermore, TM integrated SRC applied for multi-objective

optimization was also determined the optimal condition

different from those of L9 experiments. Thereby, confirmation

experiments were thus performed to validate the model ac-

curacy. Note that TM determined optimal conditions for MH

and SR resulted in the high values of MH and low values of SR

compared to those of L9 experiments (refer to Table 8). How-

ever, TM integrated SRC determined a single optimal
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Table 6 e Multiple-objective optimization of inputeoutput of SLM process.

Exp. No. S/N ratio (dB) Ranking Squared ranking Sum of squared ranking (SSR)

MH, HV SR, mm MH, HV SR, mm MH, HV SR, mm

1 51.04 �17.93 4 5 16 25 41

2 52.09 �19.73 1 8 1 64 65

3 49.91 �19.20 8 7 64 49 113

4 50.08 �15.16 7 2 49 4 53

5 51.90 �18.57 3 6 9 36 45

6 52.02 �20.76 2 9 4 81 85

7 50.57 �16.32 5 3 25 9 34

8 49.84 �11.60 9 1 81 1 82

9 50.22 �17.47 6 4 36 16 52

Table 7 e Pareto ANOVA of multiple objective
optimization results.

Output Composite score Total

Factors LP, W SS, mm/s HD, mm

Sum at Factor Levels 1 219 128 208 570

2 183 192 170

3 168 250 192

Sum of squares of

differences

186 11,544 3042 14,772

Percentage contribution 14.39 77.99 7.62 100

Optimal factor levels LP3 SS1 HD2

Table 8 e Summary of results of optimal conditions of
SLM process.

Model and
Response

Optimal condition Responses

Taguchi method: MH LP2 SS2 HD1

(LP: 270 W; SS: 800 mm/s; HD:

0.08 mm)

MH: 416 HV

SR: 5.61 mm

Taguchi method: SR LP3 SS1 HD1

(LP: 300 W; SS: 600 mm/s; HD:

0.08 mm)

MH: 355 HV

SR: 2.82 mm

SRC: MH and SR LP3 SS1 HD2

(LP: 300 W; SS: 600 mm/s; HD:

0.10 mm)

MH: 382 HV

SR: 3.92 mm

Fig. 7 e 3D surface topography of SLM parts: a) optimal cond
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condition for both MH and SR, resulting in a compromising

solution with moderate MH and comparatively lower surface

roughness values.

3.6. Three-dimensional surface topography of IN625
alloy at optimal and normal conditions

The 3D surface topography at different selective laser melting

conditions is presented in Fig. 7. The surface topography ap-

pears smooth uniform with limited spikes in microscale at

optimal conditions: LP3SS1HD1 (refer to Table 5), compared to

normal condition LP3SS3HD1 (refer to Table 6 of Exp. 6). Low

scanning speed and hatch distance coupled with high laser

power generate more energy density, which melts all the

powder materials associated with little thermal influence at

adjacent tracks, resulting in low surface roughness values at

optimal conditions. High scan speed results in low tempera-

ture which may not be able to meet all powders result in an

uneven surface at normal conditions (refer to Fig. 7(b)).

3.7. Microstructural characterization of Inconel 625
using a scanning electron microscope at optimal and normal
conditions

Fig. 8 shows the SEM images of IN625 parts fabricated by SLM

process at different parametric conditions after chromic acid

etching. During laser beam scanning, traces of the melt pools
ition LP3 SS1 HD1 and b) normal condition LP3 SS3 HD1.
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Fig. 8 e SEMmicrographs of IN625 produced by SLM. (a) Optimal condition for hardness (refer Table 3; condition: LP2SS2HD1),

(Right top image - Optimal condition for hardness at higher magnification i.e., 2000x) (b) normal process parameter

conditions (refer Table 2 of Exp. 8; condition: LP3SS2HD1), (Right top image - normal process parameter conditions at higher

magnification i.e., 2000x), (c) Optimal condition for bothMH and SR (refer Table 8; condition: LP3SS1HD2), (d) EDAX analysis of

IN625 (P ¼ 270 W, SS ¼ 800 mm/s, HD ¼ 0.08 mm) confirming the presence of major alloying elements in IN625.
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can be noticed. They seem partially overlapped owing to the

assimilated laser beam approach. The laser beam could even

melt an adequate amount over a frayed powder layer and

hence a portion of material solidified, leading to a close bond

among the strands and the initiation of columnar grains

traversing several melting pools in the building direction

represented in arrows, as shown in Fig. 8 (a) and (b). Fig. 8 (a)

shows the SEMmicrograph of IN625 alloy at optimal condition

for hardness (refer to Table 3: LP2SS2HD1). Also, from the Fig. 8

(a), right top image depicts the optimal condition for hardness

at higher magnification i.e., 2000x. From Fig. 8 (a) it was

observed that minimal porosity was produced at lower power

of 270W. The build sample comprised of columnar grains that

raised parallel to the surface due to rapid solidification.

Fig. 8 (b) shows the SEM micrograph of IN625 at normal pro-

cess parameter conditions (refer to Table 2 of Exp. 8; condition:

LP3SS2HD1). FromFig. 8 (b)wecanobservean increase inporosity

due to its sample produced at a high power of 300W. Also, from

the Fig. 8 (b), right top image depicts the normal process

parameter condition at highermagnification i.e., 2000x. Fig. 8 (c)

showstheSEMmicrographof IN625atoptimalconditionforboth

hardness and surface roughness (refer to Table 8; condition:

LP3SS1HD2). From Fig. 8 (c), it can be observed that few porosity

spots exists on the sample surface similar to that observed in

Fig. 8 (b). Elements with lower melting points and impurities on

the metal powder, such as oxides or moistness, can lead to

porosity. These impurities can vaporize because of high power,

leading to entrapment of gas, leaving the pores behind [58,59].

Further, it is also ascertained that there is a minimum average

porosity and less unfused area with fine microstructure in the

deposit and interface zone, leading to fast solidification with a

high cooling rate, as reported by other research groups [5]. Fig. 8

(d) shows EDAX analysis of IN625 (LP ¼ 270 W, SS ¼ 800 mm/s,

HD ¼ 0.08 mm), confirming the presence of main alloying ele-

ments in IN625 such as Ni, Cr, Mo, Fe and Nb.
4. Conclusions

Additive manufacturing based selective laser melting (SLM)

technology was successfully used to build nickel-based su-

peralloy, i.e., Inconel 625 for different optimized process pa-

rameters. The specimens are prepared with different

combinations of laser power, scan speed and hatch distance.

The influence of some SLM parameters on the evolution of cast

microstructure and their impact on themechanical properties,

i.e., hardness, the surface roughness of the resulting AM

samples, have been investigated. Further, the Taguchi method

and super ranking concepts were applied to determine optimal

levels resulting in better surface quality and microhardness,

validated by conducting confirmation experiments. The con-

clusions of the present study are outlined below.

1. IN625 samples were successfully built by AM-based selec-

tive laser melting (SLM) technology with different combi-

nations of laser power, scan speed and hatch distance

varied with the ranges of 240e300 W, 600e1000 mm/s and

0.08e0.12 mm, respectively.
2. Experimental study andmulti-factor optimization towards

bettermicrohardness and surface quality of IN625material

build SLM parts are focused on the present work.

3. IN625 powder was subjected to different characterization

techniques such as energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)

and X-ray energy dispersive (XRD) spectroscopy analysis,

which confirmed the presence of major constituent ele-

ments of IN625 alloy such as Ni, Cr, Mo, Nb and Fe.

4. From the microhardness and surface roughness studies of

Inconel 625 deposit carried out, it was found that the

optimal and normal or sub-optimal valuewas found out for

process parameters LP ¼ 240 W, SS ¼ 800 mm/s,

HD ¼ 0.10 mm and LP ¼ 300 W, SS ¼ 800 mm/s,

HD ¼ 0.08 mm, respectively.

5. Taguchi L9 experiments with different sets of laser power,

scan speed and hatch distance were studied to examine

the quality (MH and SR) of SLM parts. Laser power urged as

the most dominating factor, followed by scan speed and

hatch distance while analyzing individually the MH and

SR.

6. Taguchi method (TM) determined a separate set of optimal

levels for MH and SR, and are different from those of L9
experiments. Experiments confirmed that the determined

optimal setting resulted in lower surface roughness

(3.12 mm) and higher microhardness (416 HV) values

compared to those obtained from the L9 orthogonal array.

7. TM integration with SRC helps to analyze the parametric

influences and locate single factor settings while opti-

mizing simultaneously both outputs (MH and SR). The

micrographs showed a refined grain structure with mini-

mal porosity at an optimized condition.

8. Scan speed is seen to have the highest contribution, fol-

lowed by laser power and hatch distance. ExperimentalMH

and SR values of SLM parts justify the optimized condition

determined viz. TM and SRC. The results can be used in

industrial practice for better quality nickel-based alloy

parts processed with the SLM process.

9. In this study, different parameters were considered when

setting experimental conditions, obtaining the best value

for each of them. However, it is known that the optimi-

zation of two or more parameters is easier, more statis-

tically correct, and more functional if performed with a

more detailed multivariate study (experimental design,

chemometrics). This type of study will be done in future

works, to take into account all, the relevant variables and

their interactions, finding the best experimental condi-

tions for the proper functioning of their final

applications.
Scope for future work

This research work provides detailed insight of analysis and

optimization of selective laser melting parameters for

improving the microhardness and surface roughness on

build parts. Experimental design based on response surface

methodology and chemometrics for multi-variate study
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could help to analyze the interactions among the input fac-

tors and identifying the best combination of selective laser

melting parameter conditions for enhanced properties of the

parts. Presently, the authors are working to address these

issues.
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